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Art of cake
mixing 

In anticipation of the
upcoming Christmas
festivities, Delhiites took
part in a cake mixing
ceremony organised at
Hotel The Suryaa. 
To ensure that guests
succeeded in making the
cake, fruits were soaked for
about a month, after which
they are used to make the
traditional plum cake and
Christmas pudding. The mix
had a variety of dry fruits,
nuts, fruits and spices.

Friendly ties 
A 32-member Chinese
youth delegation
comprising members of the
International Wing of the
All-China Youth Federation
was welcomed at the Lalit
Kala Akademi as part of the
youth exchange
programme of the Ministry
of Youth Affairs and
Sports. 
The team was headed by
Zhang Zhihua, Standing
Member of the All-China
Youth Federation. 
The meeting concluded
with the understanding
that the bilateral cultural
relations between the two
nations needs to be
strengthened. 

For a cause 
A silent auction was
organised at the Embassy
of the Kingdom of the
Netherlands with the aim to
co-create jobs for women in
rural India. 
Conducted by Women on
Wings, the auction saw the
presence of Alphonsus
Stoelinga, Ambassador of
the Netherlands in India
and Maria van der Heijden,
the Dutch co-founder of
Women on Wings. It
brought together corporate
leaders and development
sector experts towards
advancing social
enterprises and employing
women from rural India.
. 

Debate over
corruption 

In observance of Vigilance
Awareness Week, Oriental
Insurance Company Ltd
conducted a debate
competition at the
Department of
Management at Jamia
Hamdard, recently. More
than a dozen participants
spoke for and against the
motion, “Public
Participation in Eradicating
Corruption”. 
The judges for the debate
included Shahid Parvez,
Regional Director, Maulana
Azad National Urdu
University and Shibu John,
HOD, FMIT, Jamia
Hamdard. The top three
spots were claimed by
Arisha Mahmood, Heeba
Hussain and Tahmina
Rehman. 

Josh Brolin is secretly a frus-
trated rock star. The Oscar-
winning actor says he would
give up movies for good in ex-
change for one chance to
emulate his musical heroes. 

“I would love to experience
being on stage playing music

with that sea of people in
front of you,” says the 48-
year-old Sicario star. 

“I just saw Bruce Spring-
steen in concert and I have
never experienced such
loyalty. That would be my
dream job.”

Josh just wants 
to rock

Briefly

H
aving made a suc-
cessful debut in
non-fiction genre
with “13 Steps To

Bloody Good Luck”, which
critically examined luck and
its different facets, popular
author Ashwin Sanghi has
now teamed with Sunil
Dalal, a serial entrepreneur,
to pen “13 Steps To Bloody
Good Wealth” (Westland
publication). Interesting
and insightful, the booktells
readers on how wealth
comes into being, its differ-
ent aspects and how to accu-
mulate it over a period
through varied methods. It
also demystifies several
economic concepts like in-
flation, average net worth of
an individual, different
classes of assets, asset alloc-
ation and risk and return
among others. 

To drive home the point,
the authors have incorpor-
ated several real life stories
in the book about people
who generated wealth by
their hard work and acumen.
These include Karsanbhai
Patel of Nirma fame, Desh
Bandhu Gupta, who estab-
lished the 10th largest gen-
eric pharmaceutical
company Lupin, and Ronnie
Screwvala whose company
UTV was sold for a massive
premium. Unlikely people
too figure in this list. Like
Prof. Shivanand Mankekar,
the only academic among
the top 12 private investors
in India, who is worth Rs.1,
000 crores and Ramesh, a
barber, who saved to start a
tour and travel company
which now owns 256 luxury
cars.

In an interaction, the au-
thors throw light on how the
book came into being, their

collaboration and their view
about wealth.

Edited excerpts:
On how the book came

into being
Ashwin: After I wrote “13

Steps to Bloody Good Luck”
in 2014, I was inundated by
readers’ messages telling me
that the book had helped
them navigate their lives and
careers. But one particular
email drew my attention
more than the others. The
sender was a student who
wondered whether it was
possible to provide “13 Step”
solutions to most of life’s
challenges. It got me think-
ing. A few days later I was
chatting with my friend,

Sunil Dalal. Sunil and I have
known each other from our
school days. Over the years, I
have observed the discipline
and perseverance with
which he has worked to-
wards building his family’s
fortunes. I put forth the idea
that he write a book out-
lining the 13 steps to wealth
creation. That’s how the idea
was born. 

On what the two au-
thors brought to the table

Sunil: When Ashwin
asked me to write this book,
I asked, ‘Why me. I am nei-
ther a banker nor a
chartered accountant. I have
never managed a mutual
fund or a venture capital

company. I don’t even have
an MBA in finance!’ I was
surprised when he said,
‘Those are precisely the
reasons why you should
write this book. Any fool can
make something simple
sound complicated. It takes
talent to make something
complex sound simple.
That’s what you can do!’ I
have spent decades man-
aging and growing wealth
without being part of the
banking and finance ecosys-
tem. This gives me a unique
insight from the perspective
of an ordinary person. But,
as you well know, having the
knowledge is inadequate.
How does one make the

material interesting and
how does one ensure that
people will read it to the last
page? That is where Ash-
win’s storytelling skills
come in.

On the importance of
wealth and happiness and
the role of destiny

Ashwin: There is an Urdu
couplet that says: Paisa
khuda toh nahin par, khuda
ki kasam, khuda se kam bhi
nahin. (Money isn’t God but,
by God, it’s no less than God
either.) I like to think of
money as the freedom of not
having to worry about
money — nothing more,
nothing less. And sure, des-
tiny and luck play a role.

Think about it this way: you
own a Bugatti Veyron, a car
capable of doing 270 mph.
You get in the driver’s seat
and zoom off only to realise
that you are driving on
Mumbai’s roads plagued by
potholes and traffic. The
Bugatti is in your control but
the road isn’t. The road is
your destiny and luck but
how you drive that car is
your effort. Within certain
limits imposed upon you by
the road, you can control the
outcome of your journey.

Sunil: I like to think of the
machinations of money as a
lifelong game that adults like
to play. It’s a game in which
earning more and more can
become an obsession. But
one needs to remember that
when one dies, everything

that one has earned is left
behind. There is simply no
way to carry it into the next
life as the ancient Egyptians
believed. Once I have made
sure my family is secure and
comfortable, wealth for me
is about what I can do with it
to positively impact the
rapidly changing face of the
businesses I’m involved
with and, in the process,
change the lives of our cus-
tomers and team members. I
am hugely motivated by the
idea of solving deep-rooted
problems through techno-
logy. Some of these prob-
lems and opportunities
include making a social im-
pact, which is another ob-
jective that drives me. 

On the challenge in
making the narrative
interesting

Ashwin: It is said that
easy reading is damn hard
writing. And that’s abso-
lutely true. The problem
gets magnified when one is
covering a rather dry subject
involving finance and in-
vestments. The challenge,
therefore, was what to leave
out rather than what to
bring in. For example, we
knew that we could have de-
voted a full chapter to man-
aging risk but it would have
become far too technical for
the average reader. Sim-
ilarly, the entire topic of as-
set allocation is covered in a
single concise chapter
whereas most finance books
would devote individual
chapters to each of the
classes. In effect, our aim
was to simplify and enliven.
The simplification was done
by leaving out concepts that
were irrelevant to the
layperson and enlivening
was done by adding personal
examples, anecdotes, witty
one-liners and so on.

NOTEWORTHY! Ashwin Sanghi and Sunil Dalal

Simplifying money matters
In “13 Steps To Bloody Good Wealth”, Ashwin Sanghi and Sunil Dalal tread the way to wealth 

S. RAVI

I like to think of
money as the
freedom of not
having to worry
about money —
nothing more,
nothing less
Ashwin Sanghi ,,

If that headline made abso-
lutely no sense to you, then
welcome to the club. Internet
slang evolves at a pace that
seemingly no one over the
age of 18 can keep up with.

I wouldn’t necessarily
consider myself old, or even
middle-aged! But there are
definitely times when I’m
looking at Twitter, or some-
times even listening to some
young people speak, and I
feel positively ancient when I
come across some new-
fangled Internet slang.

Language changes and
evolves, it’s only natural. We
have Hinglish, in Singapore
they have Singlish, and there
are myriad other dialects and
languages we will never hear
about.

Technology has been chan-
ging how we use language as
well. I suppose we really star-
ted noticing it when ever-
yone started using SMS
language. Txtspk anyone?
But then, somewhere along
the line, the Internet ex-
ploded. Chatrooms and on-
line messaging mushroomed,
and eventually we went
mobile.

Personally, when the In-
ternet really sped up was
when I started noticing a dis-
connect between how I
“spoke” online and how some
younger people I knew did. It
seemed like we inhabited
completely different planets.

How do you make sense of
this fast-moving world of In-
ternet language? I thought
I’d put together a small guide
to get you started and then
point you to some online re-
sources so you know exactly
what the kids are saying.

YOLO: You only live once.
You can use this as a way to
excuse almost anything you
want to do that might be
frowned upon.

Facepalm: Similar to He-
addesk in the headline above,
used as a reaction to some-
thing stupid.

IRL: In real life. For many
people who live a lot of their
lives online, this is a big deal.
It’s a big decision to meet
IRL and not one to be taken
lightly.

ELI5: Explain like I’m
five. This is pretty self-ex-
planatory, but it can be used

ironically and passive-ag-
gressively as well.

ICYMI: In case you
missed it. I’ve actually star-
ted seeing this on Twitter
feeds from journalists and
news organisations. 

TL;DR: Too long; didn’t
read. This is a particularly
useful one to have at your
fingertips. Especially when
replying to those too long
emails or messages.

NSFW: Not safe for work.
This is a good one to know.
You’ll see it on headlines, on
tweets and other places and

it usually signifies that this is
not something you want to
click on unless you’re alone.

This is by no means an
exhaustive list. So if you’re
ever left scratching your
head, just do a quick search.
My favourite site for these
things, however, is ur-
bandictionary.com.
Definitely check it out. Apart
from telling you what’s what,
it also makes for some fun
reading, if you have some
time to waste online.

If you thought you were all
up to speed with the kids,
slang is just one side of the
coin. The other is emoji… But
that’s a story for another day. 

*Headdesk* HIFW my aunt asked if
I met my virtual bae IRL. #LULZ!

ANSHUMAN RANE

Deciphering modern Internet lingo is no easy task 

The writer is a digital
strategy expert

Personally, when the
Internet really sped
up was when I
started noticing a
disconnect between
how I “spoke” online
and how some
younger people I
knew did. 

Untangling the web 

Usually, Toyota cars in India
have had a good run. Their
Qualis, Innovas and For-
tuners have been cars to
reckon with. Not to talk of
the hot selling sedans Etios,
Corolla, Camry. However, it
is common knowledge that
Toyota Kirloskar Motor
(TKM) has traditionally been
slow in coming out with its
new cars. 

As a refreshing change, we
witnessed the launch of Plati-
num, Crysta and the all new
Fortuner this year. With the
second generation Fortuner
launched recently, it be-
comes apt to share our driv-
ing experience of the car in
and around the city of Kochi
in Kerala.

Firstly, it gets a make-over.
The new design gives it a new
look. It is bulkier and mon-
strous. Bi-beam LED head-
lamps, loads of chrome and a
51-degree approach angle
have been combined with the
high shoulder line and a
raised stance. The 18-inch al-
loys, some addition of curves
and the wrap around LED
lights at the rear all make it
refreshingly new. Enough to
attract eyeballs. The brute
SUV character has now some
style infused. Toughness re-
mains intact. I believe, it is an
effort to associate more peo-

ple with Fortuner. 
Accordingly, the cabin has

been designed to be higher in
comfort and luxury. There is
enough space in the front and
the rear for a family. And the
third row isn’t that bad either
with good head room and de-
cent leg room. The new in-
strument cluster with the

soft touch glove-box around
gives it a premium look.
There are steering mounted
controls. 

The new generation has
both petrol and diesel en-
gines with an altogether six
variants on offer. I drove the
diesel engine automatic
transmission 4X4. The 2.8-
litre engine here is also found
in the Innova. With some re-
finement and recalibration
this turbocharged engine
produces 177PS of peak
power and 450Nm of peak
torque. There are two drive
modes – Eco and Power.

Overall, the noise and vi-
bration inside the cabin is
much reduced in this one.
However, you go full throttle
and you feel the lack of punch
with a hoarse noise. I suggest,
cruising at light speeds is fun

with no problem whatsoever
in cornering and spinning it
around.

To understand the back-
ground of this automobile,
Fortuner was launched in In-
dia in 2009. Since then the
mammoth-sized SUV of the
Japanese make has been do-
ing well. 

However, TKM has been
wanting to further spread its
wings. So, to increase its mar-
ket share, it decided to come
out, rather timely, with the
all new Fortuner. Thanks to
the new Endeavour which
competes in the same
segment.

For its petrol version, the
starting price tag of the auto-
mobile is Rs. 25.92 lakh and it
has been priced at Rs. 27.52
lakh (ex-showroom Delhi) for
diesel. 

Sturdy gets stylish 

S. M. UMAIR

The 18-inch alloys,
some addition of
curves and the wrap
around LED lights at
the rear all make it
refreshingly new.

The second
generation
Fortuner scores
in terms of looks,
spaciousness and
sturdiness. 

ROYAL RIDE Fortuner on the road 


